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Tom Mather uncaps his
toothpaste.
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The News'
Briefs
Broadway dancer
will hold workshops
Stella Hiatte Kane, a
nationally recognized
Broadway dancer and
choreographer, will hold
two jazz dance workshops
Dec. 14 at the University.
The first workshop, for
Intermediate Jazz, will begin at 1 p.m. and last until
2:30 p.m.
At 3 p.m. there will be an
advanced jazz workshop.
Both classes will be held
in the Whitney Studio, 222
Eppler North. Each will cost
$9 for the general public
and $3 for the University
Dance Alliance members.
Kane is the dance coordinator for the Otterbein
College theatre programs.
She has received many honors including the 1994 Central Critics Choice Award
for choroeographing Otterbeln's "Pippin" and the distinction of being appointed
featured jazz instructor for
the 1999 Midwest Regional
Ballet.

NEWS

"I was backing away and
starting to get down when a
police officer pushed on my
back to make me lie flat on
the floor."
Ms. Edgecombe, a minister at Unitarian Universal 1st Church of Greater
Lansing, said the officers
searched her home. She is
being treated for breast
cancer and asked them to
close the door.
Compiled from staff and
wire report*.
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Clinton names cabinet members
Ron Fournler
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - With a nod to
history and politics. President
Clinton nominated U.N. ambassador Madeleine Albright on
Thursday to be the first female
secretary of state and chose GOP
Sen. William Cohen to be defense
secretary.
With trouble simmering in
Bosnia, the Middle East, North
Korea and central Africa, the
president declared that his new
foreign policy team would "make
sure that... America remains the
indispensable nation -- the
world's greatest force for
peace."
Clinton also moved National

Security Adviser Anthony Lake
to the CIA and promoted Lake's
deputy, Sandy Berger, into
Lake's job in the West Wing of
the White House.
The administration expects
swift confirmations for Albright,
Cohen and Lake; Berger's new
position doesn't require Senate
approval.
A frequent Clinton critic, Republican Sen. Jesse Helms of
North Carolina, predicted the
nominees would be "viewed
favorably." Helms, who is
chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, called Albright "a tough and courageous
lady."
Despite all the pomp and circumstance, Clinton's new foreign

policy team is mostly a reshuffled first-term deck: All but Cohen currently serve Clinton.
Flanked by Albright and Cohen
- the woman and the Republican
- Clinton welcomed the suggestion that he could keep his Cabinet looking "like America" despite the changes of a second
term.
"Getting close," he declared.
The Oval Office ceremony
marked the transition's first public progress. Clinton, who sometimes agonizes over personnel
choices, still must fill at least
five of his Cabinet's 14 seats.
Albright's nomination to replace Warren Christopher followed intense lobbying by women's groups, who reminded Clin-

ton and Vice President Al Gore
that female voters played a large
role In their re-election.
Clinton, who made Janet Reno
the nation's first attorney general, said Albright's gender "had
nothing to do with her getting the
job." But he also said, smiling:
"Am I proud that I got a chance
to appoint the first woman secretary of state? You bet I am. My
mamma's smiling down at me
right now."
Albright, in a nod to Christopher, quipped, "I can only hope that
my heels can fill your shoes."
Cohen's selection to replace
William Perry fulfills Clinton's
public hope that he could put a
Republican in the Cabinet - and
answers internal polls that show

voters demanding cooperation in
Washington. Indeed, the president said he had built a foreign
affairs team "that rises above
partisanship."
Some Democrats privately expressed concern about a Republican so high in their ranks. Jimmy Carter was the last president
to put a member of the opposition
in his Cabinet, naming James
Schlesinger energy secretary.
The top two nominations also
reflected Gore's mounting influence. He wants to please
women's groups in advance of his
presidential bid four years from
now. And it was Gore's input last
month that pushed Cohen to the
top of Clinton's list.

Grad student
faces charges
The BC News

A University mass communications graduate student has
been charged with assault for
allegedly hitting an undergraduate student 20-25 times,
according to City Prosector
Mark Tolles.
Patrick Stearns, who teaches radio announcing and
production, allegedly struck
Christopher Almodovar,
senior telecommunications
major, in West Hall on Nov. 26
for being late to class.

"Winter Wish List '96" is
the theme for this year's
annual Christmas Crafts
Fair to be held Dec. 10-12 in
the Lenhart Grandroom
Ballroom.
Hours are 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday.
More than 20 regional artists and crafts people will
have displays In the Union.
The event is free and
open to the public.

EAST LANSING, Mich. Police were trying to round
up 20 suspected drug
dealers, and a town house
was a target. But the suspect didn't live there any
more, and the minister who
does says she was
awakened by officers wanting to search her new home.
"I assumed it was a parishioner who had a major
emergency," the Rev. Barbara Edgecombe said, describing the knock on her
door at 6:45 a.m. Nov. 20.
Ms. Edgecombe moved to
Michigan from Cincinnati
in October.
"I just opened the door
and there were six or seven
uniformed armed officers
standing on the doorstep,"
she said.
The officers named a man
they were looking for.
"I said, 'No such person
lives here.' I said, 'What's
going on here?'" Ms. Edgecombe told the Lansing
State Journal Wednesday.
"They said, 'He's armed and
extremely dangerous. Get
down.'

Guys' music vs.
girls' music.
Who does he
like, who does
she like, and
why? Axl vs.
Alanis and Trent
vs. Sheryl Crow.

Bowling Green, Ohio

Ballroom hosts
Crafts Fair

Police mistake minister's home for
drug house

The Back Pages

Jay Young

Counseling Center Director Roman Carek is ready to listen to students' problems.

Carek hears students out
Jay Young
The BC News

Editor's note: This is the 14th
part in a series about campus
leaders.
For problems bigger than
homework, and sometimes bigger than life, Roman Carek Is
ready to listen.
As director of the counseling
center, Carek manages a department with five full-time liscensed psychiatrists and one
part-time psychiatrist. He said
the group works to assist students with things standing in the
way of their academic careers.
"We try to help students remove blocks to learning and basically work with students on
personal kinds of issues," Carek
said. "Our focus is really being

part of the University. The University is providing this service
to help their own. It's to help
people in this community."
Carek said the biggest concerns students bring counselors
are depression, anxiety and personal relationships. He said college-age students are in what is
considered to be the first of three
major transitions periods in life.
"They're kind of in a transition
stage. We like to think of the
problems they're facing as part
of their growth," he said. "I think
you have some major developmental tasks that students are
wrestling with."
Carek spends much of his time
listening to students struggling
through the transition stage.
"I'm spending most of my time
talking to students, so the admin-

Stearns will be arraigned in
front of Municipal Court
Judge Mark Reddin.
A court date for the arraignment has not yet been determined.
John MaKay, director of
Communication Studies, said
earlier this week that the decision whether Stearns will
teach next semester has not
been made yet.
MaKay said the department
will wait to see the court's ruling before they make a decision.

IPC projects
benefit BGSU
Maureen Barry
The BC News

were education majors, so we decided to do something with kids,"
Homan said.
The children sent them thankyou letters after the party, according to Homan.

More than 800 Interpersonal
Communications students benefited the University and community by completing Social Action
Another group placed walletProjects.
According to Wendy Mitchell, sized safety information cards ii.
IPC instructor, the projects were the mailboxes of residence hall
a requirement for IPC 102 this and greek houses on campus.
semseter which allowed students
to develop small group commuThe cards included the phone
nication, including managing numbers of campus escort, camconflict and assigning tasks. The pus police, city police, 2-Ride and
students also developed commu- the shuttle service to create a
nication skills with members of sense of awareness about these
services.
the community.
"It was a worthwhile experience for everyone," she said.
"We wanted to make students
Mitchell said the projects were more aware of the services
applicable to job portfolios also.
available," said Misty Gibson,
"It shows potential employers sophomore Elementary Educathat students are capable of ap- tion major.
plying what they learn in the
classroom," she said.
According to Gibson, her group
Heather Homan, sophomore felt the community was being
See CAREK, page three.
Elementary Education major, overwhelmed with requests besaid her group planned a party cause of the large number of stufor children at the Children's Re- dents working on the Social Acsource Center.
tion Projects. Therefore, they
"A couple people in my group decided to focus on the campus.
also get answers to basic financial aid questions.
The second fall semester preview day will also feature campus and residence hall tours.
Dawn Ktlltr
cases of grilled chicken and two
Walsh said prospective stuThe BC News
cases of chicken nuggets were
dents and their parents have
taken," Rice told police.
About $760 worth of chicken
commented in the past that they
According to police reports,
would like to experience more of was stolen from Wendy's Ham- entry to one freezer appeared to
burgers early Wednesday.
the residential life on campus.
be gained by a sledge. The area
Store manager Janet Rice told around the lock was was damResidential Life met this need police that two freezers outside aged and the lock was shattered
by opening three residence halls the restaurant were broken into, on the ground.
and allowing opportunities for and chicken products were takThe lock on the second freezer
parents and students to ask ques- en.
appeared as If It was cut off with
tions about living on campus, ac"Five cases of regular chicken, bolt cutters, according to police
cording to Walsh.
four cases of spicy chicken, two reports.
istrative kind of things have to
get done here and there," he said.
Though he has a great deal of
student contact, much of it is
spent as individuals describe
everything wrong in their life.
He said it took time, but all of the
upset people do not affect him
personally.
"I think I've gotten more used
to it. When I was younger and
newer on the job I would take a
lot of things home with me," he
said. "I realize that everybody
has some issues to deal with, and
while I can listen and try and
really help a student work
through issues that are bothering
them, it really is their responsibility."
After helping a student, Carek

Preview day features tours
Maureen Barry
The BC News

lows prospective students to get
in-depth information about the
areas of study in which they are
interested. Born said.
Admission Director Michael
Walsh said Preview Day also allows the faculty to hear the concerns of prospective students
and parents.

Representatives from every
University academic department
will meet prospective students
this Saturday in the Lenhart
Ballroom from 9 am. to 12 p.m.
"This Is an Important program
because it showcases the entire
"It creates an opportunity for
University," according to Cecilia
Born, assistant director of Ad- students to speak directly to faculty," according to Walsh.
missions.
Born said faculty, staff and
Walsh added that the Ballroom
students will be available to answer questions prospective stu- Is convenient because everyone
is present in one location. For exdents and parents may have.
The format in the ballroom al- ample, students and parents can

'

Chicken stolen

»
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E.A.R. to the ground Toothpaste i uncapped
Here's where the phrase "Were you born in a
barn?" comes to mind. One of us here at E.A.R. central observed one particular oaf in the Union removing the plastic seal from his bottle of spring water
and dropping the seal on the floor. Mind you, there
was a trash can not more than two feet away from
this particular slob. What are we? A bunch of hogs?
It's not that hard to throw trash into a trash can —
clean up after yourselves!
•
•
*
•
Okay, the weather sucks. We have now reached
that time of year where going somewhere requires leaving the toasty warm comforts of your home 15 minutes early in order to defrost/de-ice/de-snow the car.
It's that time of year where our backs always hurt
from being tense because we're cold. It's that time of
year where we suddenly miss high school and those
oh-so-wonderful snow days.
•
*
•
•
Is it a sign from God that the Municipal Stadium
caught on fire while being torn down? Apparently,
two workers were critically injured when part of the
roof caught fire and collapsed. Hmmmm ...
•
•
*
*
The end-of-the-semester crunch has become apparent. One suddenly finds the Union computer lab
just as busy at midnight as they would expect to find
it at noon. The number of patrons at those 24-hour
joints (namely, Kroger's and Wal-Mart) has greatly increased, particularly around 2 a.m. Faculty, take
heart! We can't take much more!
»
•
•
•
The residence halls are hotter than Hades. We
feel for those who live in residence halls in which the
windows can't be opened (i.e., Offenhauer). Warmth
is nice, and when thinking about those not fortunate
enough to have heat, perhaps we shouldn't complain.
But, isn't the temperature a bit extreme?
•
*
•
•
Here's something to do over break — check out
"Beavis and Butt-head Do America." It comes out Dec.
20. We here at E.A.R. hear it's gonna be a real blockbuster. If you would like to see any promotional posters for the show, just come into our office. We've got
'em plastered all over the place.

Another election has
passed, and another scandal is
rocking the White House. I'm
not talking about White- water.
I'm not talking about rafting.
I'm talking about toothpaste.
The average person does
not know of any toothpaste
scandal. The bigwigs in Washington have made sure of that.
Over the years, several government officials have threatened
to break Toothpastegate' wide
open (that was fun, let's say it
again: Toothpastegate). but
they were given cushy management Jobs in the American Dental Association and were never
heard from again.
Let's look at the facts,
however. Both the abbreviations for the CIA and the ADA
are three letters long. Both end
in "A." Coincidence. OR NOT?
Let's face it. does anybody really know why they had that big
dental convention in Dallas the
week Kennedy was killed?
'But what." you ask.
"could possibly be scandalous
about toothpaste?"
I ask. what do we really
know about toothpaste? What
does the "triple protection" in
Aquafresh really protect? In the
history of the world, has any
toothpaste EVER been rejected
by the American Dental Association? Does anybody care if
it has? What do the toothpaste
operators have to say about
this? I decided to find out.
In an extraordinary bout

Mather
of investigative Journalism (I
was bored), I called up some
toothpaste operators for my
little expose. Toothpaste: Teeth
Cleanser, or POISON?
The first operator I called
was from Aquafresh. I've had it
in for them, ever since I got my
first cavity only months after I
switchecf to the Aquafresh
brand. Sure, it was also just
after Halloween, but we'll keep
that to ourselves.
I dialed the Aquafresh
number found on the toothpaste box. An operator picked
up, and I smooth-talked my
way into finding out what I
wanted to know.
"Hi. I'm. urn, Tom. and I'm
doing, um. research on toothpaste, and I was wondering-"
"If I could answer some
questions for you? Sure."
"What exactly is the "triple
protection" In Aquafresh?"
"That's easy. Let me see
here (flipping noises) Can I put
you on hold? It'll just be a
minute ... (Five minutes pass)
Hello? The unique Aquafresh
formula acts as a cavity fighter
and also as a breath freshener.
(Notice, this is only double pro-

tection, not triple. Can you say
"false advertising?")
I also asked her if tooth(>aste was flammable? Is any?
f not, does that mean it's possible to smoke clgarrettes and
brush your teeth at the same
time? She decided that since
there Is no alcohol in toothpaste, it would not be flammable, therefore you can smoke
and brush simultaneously.
Smokers of the world, rejoice.
There were also several
questions I was able to ask both
Aquafresh and Crest operators.
Namely, in the history of the
world, did they know of any
toothpaste that's been rejected
by the ADA? Both operators
replied that they didn't know of
any that had been rejected, although there were a couple of
toothpastes "pending." (As in
"pen": brand of generic toothpaste to be sold: "ding": to
someone who Is obviously a
ding. It's these kinds of circular definitions that allowed me
to write a column with over 800
words in it every week.)
I didn't stop there. I called
up the ADA themselves and
asked if they had ever rejected
a toothpaste. I was told that
they, "could not give out that
information." What's the big
deal? It's TOOTHPASTE. I could
smell a conspiracy forming.
Every box of toothpaste
ever made contains the immortal words: Do not swallow - Use
only a pea sized amount for

children under six. I wanted to
know, why must it be a "pea"
sized amount? Why not a kernel of corn? Would this make a
difference? The operators
thought "pea sized amount"
helped to describe the exact
amount to be used. But does It
say what size of pea to use? I
don't think so. There's baby
peas, sweet peas, canned peas,
pea pods: I could go on forever.
(Especially If my best friend had
agreed that after the war. when
I become a Peain' boat captain,
he'd be my first mate.)
Also, what's so bad about
too much toothpaste? The operators agreed that an excessively large amount Ingested
could cause vomiting and
diahhrea. but downplayed the
possibility.
They couldn't fool me. I
was on a roll. I said, "I like to
eat toothpatste. I try to avoid it
but sometimes I Just can't help
myself. I crave that minty freshness. Have you yourself ever
eaten toothpaste? Even when
you were a kid?"
Both replied that, no they
hadn't, although one said that
If she had, she didn't remember. Aha! So too much toothpaste causes memory loss. I
can't wait until the public findsOh. Hmmm. What was I
talking about again?
Oliver Stone can e-mail
Tom at mather@bgnet.bgsu.
edit: Assuming Tom can still remember his e-mail password.
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I hate washing dishes. I've
always hated it. Standing In
front of a sink of dirty dishes,
bits of food floating around in
the water (disgusting), scrubbing "nonstick" pans that mysteriously stuck, hearing your
mother say, "Look what I
found." and when you look
she's cleaned out the refrigerator. Argh. I really hate it.
When we finally got a dishwasher. I considered it my new
best friend. I loved my dishwasher. For many years I felt I
should buy it something for
Christmas, refusing to acknowledge that this thing that
gave me so much Joy had no
feelings.
My sister complains about
having to load the dishwasher.
Can there be anything more ludicrous?
I'm forced to ask her each
time, "What is the alternative?"
(Her answer Is usually along
the lines of "Buy disposable
pots.")
I hate registering for
classes. I've always hated It. I
have a particular dislike for registering at ... The Windows.
Standing in line (and
standing In line, and standing
In line), wishing you'd remembered to bring that Twinkle,
watching the one still-closed
window. Intent on detecting
movement there before anyone
else does should it actually
open, and determining that you
WILL crush someone to get to
It first.
(That window, I'm convinced, doesn't really open. It's
Just a piece of glass recessed

in the wall, with no actual hole
through to the other side - and
It's only there to torment us.)
What's worse is GETTING
to the front of the line and being too short to talk through the
(not coincldentally) less-thanfistslze opening, to a nice lady
who smiles and tells you that
the classes you "pre-reglstered"
for are full, as are all four of
the back-up classes you picked.
And while your mind is
reeling over the "what do I do
now" question, you get a very
sweetly whispered (or she might
as well be whispering, since
your ear doesn't reach the hole)
"Thank you -- pick up your
schedule at the far window."
But wait, the mind begins
screaming. I'm not done! I only
have 2 classes! "But -- ." you
try. and still she smiles, nodding while now holding up a
card that says "Schedules at far
window."
Okay, thank you ... I think
... "But — ," you try again. She's
still nodding and smiling.
Suddenly she reminds you
of your grandma. Then a voice,
somewhere very far away says.
"You don't argue with your
grandma." and you proceed
numbly to the far window, or
rather, the LINE at the far window.
Complaining about the
Star System. This is something
I don't understand.

h

Clarissa Neece
Freshman
Creative writing
This letter Is in response
to Jeff Fernengel's letter on
Nov.25 regarding Star-90's
abundance of phone calls and
few open lines on registration
day. I'm writing this, not only
because of Mr. Fernengel's
comments, but those I hear and
read of during registration EVERY semester.
We have all suffered this
"frustration." but I believe the
registration process would be
even more frustrating if we had
to stand In line or not receive a
class we requested. We need to
realize that, although trying at
times, the Star-90 system is
something to value. I'd rather
have four days to register
(meaning priority & preferred),
knowing my call will be answered than standing in line for
possibly two or more hours.
I noticed Mr. Fernengel Is
a freshman who waited until
open registration to begin
searching for classes. Since IVe
already been through the freshman dilemma. I'd like to offer a
comment and words of advice:
the freshman year is the toughest to find classes -- everyone
must take general requirements, thus the large lecture
halls, addition of English 111

classes, etc ... This Is why requesting classes beforehand Is
necessary.
Or, try "New Open" If you
forget to request -- that Is for
people who didn't request,
while "Open" is for people who
both did and didn't request, but
need a different course,
couldn't get their class, etc...
Requesting classes does help;
while it may not end all woes.
It will (at least In my case) get
better once you are In classes
in your major.
Incidentally, Mr. Fernengel. when I registered for spring
term, my call was answered the
first time and I received every
class I wanted.But, I haven't
always had such luck. You win
some: you lose some. Deal with
it and think about what a
luxury the Star System REALLY
is Instead of being upset you
woke yourself up early. And, for
those of you who still disagree
with me, start a petition to get
more lines added! Or, better
hours of service! More days to
register! Anything but moaning
about it every semester!
Amanda Barnett
Junior
Creative writing

Correction

Patrick Stearns was incorrectly identified as a telecommunications graduate
student in Tuesday's BG
News. Stearns is a mass communication graduate student
in the School of Communication Studies. The News regrets
the error.
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CAREK
Continued from page one.

said he doesn't always get to see
the results, but when he does it is
a great reward.
"The satisfaction is seeing a
student change in a direction
that's healthier for them," he
said. "Many times you're working with a student and you'll see
that student five to ten times and
then you don't see them anymore.
You sometimes wonder what
happened to them."
One of the most Important
things to making sure students
are well served Is confidentiality,

Carek said. He said many stu- said. "It seemed like a nice place
dents come to the office con- to come and start, and here I am
cerned their visit will be report- almost 30 years later still in the
ed to parents or friends. By law, same place, still in the same ofthe student must sign a release fice and still enjoying what I'm
for before Carek can even con- doing."
firm a vist.
Carek said he enjoys his work
Carek is only the second director of the center. He has been at because of the variety involved.
"I think what's really fascinatthe University for 29 years. He
first served as a member of the ing about this job is that no two
counseling staff while he com- people are alike. Everyone who
comes in to talk to you has their
pleted his doctorate program.
"Bowling Green let me come own individual story," he said. "I
before I had completed my de- really and sincerely consider it a
gree totally. I was here a year be- privledge that people let me into
fore I finished my Ph.D.," he their lives."

Show exhibits artists
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
Students looking for entertainment attended an artshow
Thursday presented by 88.1
FMWBGU.
The show featured art exhibits, readings by local artists,
and musical acts.
Edward Gore, DJ at WBGU
who helped to organize the
event, said this was a "mul-

.t\te fc?<0^

"I would encourage students
to attend because they will get
to see art they haven't had the
opportunity to see before," he
said. "The community can also
see what the students are up
to."
Gore said this event helped
give recognition to those who
may not always get publicity.
He also said he encouraged
students to attend the event.

FORREST CREA80N GOLF COURSE

pa*?a*2>a city Wad?

Christmas CCose-Out Sale!
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Kappa Delta's

Spring Break '97

Dec. 4-8 Wed.-Fri. 10:00-6:00 Sat. & Sun. 9:00-5:00
East Poe Road on the campus of BGSU
372-2674
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FLASHBACK TO THE 70'S
FRIDAY DECEMBER 6,1996

Lauri HaMy lovin her Macho Man Jammin' Jerry
Melanie Cramer and Dave Denalale
Mindi McDowell and Ed Waltz
Christina Basarab and Dancin' Keith Davidson
Groovin' Brenda Grieshop and Roclrin' Roger Heuing
Krista Zarakis and Kevin DeMain
Lauren Fisk and John Travolta
Christy Umfleet and Carl Gibson
Bobbie Jo Morbitzer
Katie Andrews
Wendy Braatz and Todd Herkey
Amy Williams and Ryan Brechbill
Melissa Simon

per night

Your Party Package
includes all this stuff too:
■ Gulf front accommodations
i FREE pass to

timedia event."
"This event included thesis
readings, but we thought it
would be a neat idea to have
bands and art exhibits also," he
said. "We wanted to make this
an event that would be even
more exciting for the audience."
Chris Mackar, general manager of WBGU, said he encouraged students to attend the
event because it would be fun.

^

• Wild activities, FREE entertainment
• Poolside giveaways

C3«*>vrt1.80a224.GULF

45% off
45% off WbMtMrit

35% off in Stock Stwn

35% off MU Stick MM

50%off AltaMBait

40%off MHMtMtfCaps

5096 off BCJU LOflt ta*L
lyMrtSctt

40%off MeftwitsMrttui
Jackals

Sale Trices on Clubs: Ting,

Missy Moorman

Next door to the Super Clubs

40%off

Titkist, Tommy Armour,
Taylor Made

Rockin' Robin Temming and Booty Shakin' Bemie
Kristen Madison and Macho Mike Armbruster
Boogie Child Carla Gibson and Jivin' Joe Gudorf
April Lucas
Teresa Hanczrik and Ken Allen
Jivin' Janowski and Groovin' Gilmore
Jen Matthews and David Pate
Karen McCann and Man Holme

THE BOARDWALK BEACH RESORT

Boardwalk

9450 S. Thomas Drive
Panama City Beach, Florida 32408
http^/lnteroz.convboardwalk
•Ptckjge pnee bated or per penon. quint, occup.,7 night
minmum stay *220 00 secunry Otpont it check-in time, cash or
credit era only >Wre tbH readers ttin? Get on the phoneA

Work faster with it.
Simplify your life with it.

Power Macintosh* 7200
120 MHzltiMB RAM/12CB/BX CD-ROM
15 dt&ay/teyboard
NOW $2,028 (or S38/mo|

Communicate to the world with it.
Macintosh" Performs* 64O0CD*
180 MHz/HMB RAM/16CB/8X CD-ROM
15" display/keyboard
NOW $2,316 (or $43/mo|

Have fun with it.

Get $150 backwith it.
Apple' Color StyleWriter* 2500
(p a 720x360 dpi

Now $331

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is it, offering a $150 rebate when you purchase
a Macintosh" personal computer and an Apple" printer. Fact is, your liming
couldn't be better to get your Mac* a machine that features some of the
world's most innovative technology. And Its easier to use than anything
you'll encounter in your class schedule. So get to your campus computer
store and pick out your Mac. It'll help keep you ahead in your classes (or
at least tied). And right now, you'll come out {150 ahead on the price.

BGSU Computer Sales and Rental Office
129 Hayes Hall • 372-7724
http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/csar/
prices Include handling and tax

Come See Us Today(11/20/96) at the Bookstore Computer Fair in the Forum
S-opmlwnn r»7 .W/ejereWp/etMorfrnceWadarraruref^ 90e>» MrM acme*

tj^atMm^imi^mma+miUtmdmttMlimmia0t<IUm(IO.t»ttmd-^ii

Z/a* nM W akwb ^««M o»*i^ jr. 4*iW<> * aoa^

Power Macintosh- 5200 120 MH2/I6MB RAM/I.2GB/8X CD-R0M/I4" built-in display/keyboard Now $1,591 (or tao/mo.)
Power Meekrtoah" 7600 132 MHI/16MB RAM/L2GH8X CD-ROM/15" display/keyboard Now $2492 (or Sso/mo.)
Apple" Color StyleWriter* 1500 Up 10 720x360 dpi Now $243
Apple" LaserWriter" 4/600 Now $854
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Falcons try to regain pride
Blake Parkin*
The BC News

**

The Falcons have more to
prove against last-place Alaska-Fairbanks this weekend,
than showing that they still
know how to win. BG is going
through a confidence crisis.
The Falcons have encountered a rash of defensive mishaps. BG has put three inadvertent goals into thier own net
over the past two weekends,
each time inverting momentum to the other team. These
miscues combined with dwindling offensive performances
have spelled hardship for the
Falcons.
"The one constant is that we
do not score more than three
goals a game," said BG coach
Buddy Powers. "On the other
side of It, we're giving up more
than three, through the fact
that we don't get the save when
we need it, and the defense
makes bad plays or the forwards."
The Falcons will have to improve upon last Sunday's lacklustre 6-3 loss at Ohio State to
prevail over UAF.
The Nanook's 2-10 CCHA record may be deceptive. In that
they manage to keep the score
close. UAF has lost 10 of 12
games by a two-goal or less
differential. Among these losses include the league's top
four teams. Lake Superior,

^-^

i^

Joe Hollis
may leave
Buckeyes
The Associated Press

HI*Id Kifcarukl/Thc BG N,-■
■gainst Alaska-Fairbanks tonight at 7 p.m. at the BGSU Ice Arena.

BG'i Curtis Fry (10) protests Ohio State's Ryan Jestadt (2S)
taking his stick. The Falcons try to put a mark in the win column
Michigan State,
Michigan.

Miami and

Powers said that the club
must maintain a high level of

play to beat the Nanooks.
"They've got three or four

guys that are really good forSee PRIDE, page five.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio
State offensive coordinator Joe
Hollis has interviewed for the
head coaching position at Arkansas State, The Columbus Dispatch reported Thursday.
Unidentified sources close to
the football program told the
newspaper that Hollis is a leading candidate for the Arkansas
State job. Memphis assistant
coach Sparky Woods, who was
considered a leading contender,
withdrew his name from consideration on Wednesday.
Hollis told the newspaper that
he had interviewed for the job
and that he and his wife, Carole,
were invited for a weekend visit
to the Division I-A school's campus in Jonesboro, Ark.
"Yes, I'm interested in the
Job," he told the newspaper.
"That's all I've got to say about
it."
Hollis would not comment on
reports out of Waco, Texas, that
he might also be a candidate for
the Baylor head coaching job.
Baylor Athletics Director Tom
Stanton Is searching for a replacement for Chuck Reedy, who
was fired.
The fifth-ranked Buckeyes are
10-1 and led the Big Ten this year
in scoring.

Title games on line BG tries to rebound
in confrence bouts at Ameritas Classic
The Associated Press
With a flurry of conference
title games, and Army playing
Navy with a bowl game for the
winner, the regular season is
set for a rousing finish.
The SEC stages Its fifth
league championship Saturday,
with No. 4 Florida back again
to play No. IS Alabama (9-2) at
the Georgia Dome.
With a win the Gators (10-1)
should play No. 11 Virginia
Tech in the Orange Bowl on
Jan. 1, while the Crimson Tide
would end up In the Citrus
BowL
The new Big 12 and
expanded WAC also joined the
league title game trend. Thirdranked Nebraska (10-1) plays
Texas (7-4) In the Big 12 game
at St. Louis, with the Comhuskers needing a win to play No.
1 Florida State in the Sugar
Bowl on Jan. 2.
In the WAC, It's No. 6
Brlgham Young vs. No. 20
Wyoming (10-1). BYU (12-1)
still has hopes of a Fiesta Bowl
bid, but even a win wont assure the Cougars of a spot In
the bowl alliance. Other teams
under Fiesta consideration Include No. 7 Colorado, No. 8
Penn State and No. 9 Tennessee.
The WAC desperately needs
BYU In the Fiesta Bowl to support Its claim that It is a major
football conference.

"We're talking about what
this means to the WAC 10 years
down the road," said conference commissioner Karl Benson. "We can't continue to be
treated like a second-tier conference."
Also, Army (9-1) plays Navy
(8-2) at Philadelphia, with an
Independence Bowl berth going to the winner. It's the first
time In 33 years both teams enter the game with winning records.
In 1963, Army was 7-2 and
Navy 8-1. Navy won 21-15.
SEC Championship

sacked six times last week, will
try to help the Gators rebound.
"This Is still a ring game for
us," Wuerffel said. "Obviously,
we have high expectations, and
would love to be In the big picture.
"But by no means have we
forgotten how Important it Is to
win the SEC That's a phenomenal accomplishment for anybody, and that's what we have
our sights on right now."
Alabama wasn't eligible for
the 1995 championship game
because of NCAA sanctions.
Big 12 Championship

The Gators, trying to rebound after last week's 24-21
loss to Florida State, are shooting for their fourth straight
SEC title.
"It wouldn't be bad to fill up
all four fingers on one hand
with SEC rings," said linebacker James Bates.
Alabama would like to stop
Florida's march, and defend
the honor of Bear Bryant - the
only coach to win five consecutive league titles.
"I always say the people here
love coach Bryant and they
tolerate the rest of us," said
Gene Stalllngs, a Bryant
protege who is stepping down
after seven years as the Alabama coach. "I understand my
role."
Danny Wuerffel, who threw
three Interceptions and was

Texas, a 20- point underdog to
Nebraska, hopes It can back up
quarterback James Brown's
victory prediction.
"After losing early In the
year they've kind of steamrolled through their schedule,"
said Texas coach John Mackovlc. "I can't ask our players to
forget that. Our Job is to find a
way to play them and beat
them."
It won't be easy, Nebraska
has outscored opponents by an
average of 48-9 since losing
19-0 to Arizona State In the
second week.
The Cornhuskers are fourth
best In the nation against the
run and fifth against the pass.
They have allowed only 12
touchdowns all season, and
have an outside chance at a
third consecutive national title.

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH
353-3411

xg Total
vgj£f>*£&fc Source
•Greek Organizations*
•Intramural Teams•Clubs*
Jackets -Sweatshirts
Personalized Holiday Gifts

!"l0% OFF.
Any Item w/
this coupon

X^l Uoward's ClubH 1^
-•51 ?">NMain

^4,

352 - 9951 ^^

Fri. & Sat.

^T

RIZZO

Band Starts at 10:00pm
• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball *

LINCOLN, Neb. - Pick up the
Pieces, roll out the balls and get
at It again.
That's the only option for the
Falcon men's basketball team.
Fresh off a disappointing loss to
Northern Illinois Wednesday,
heading into the first round of
the Nebraska Ameritas Classic
here in Lincoln.
BG takes on Colgate, an NCAA
Tournament participant a year
ago, tonight (9:30 p.m. EST.
WBVI FM). The host Cornhuskers take on Coppin State in the
other first-round game.
The first-round winners and
the losers then face off Saturday
in the championship (8:05 p.m.
EST) and consolation game (6
p.m.).
The Falcons were stagnant
playing in front of a quiet halfcapacity crowd at Anderson
Arena Wednesday, so perhaps
the best thing for the Falcons is
getting back on the road and
playing again right away.
"The bottom line for us is our
defensive intensity," Falcon
coach Jim Larranaga said. "If we
would have played Wednesday
with the type of defensive intensity that we had in the first three
games, you might have seen a
different result."
The loss of Jay Larranaga
dampens the Falcons' outlook.
Freshman Dave Esterkamp
started in Jay's place, but scored
only three points against NIU.
The Falcons need point guard
Antonio Daniels and forward Anthony Stacey back at the top of
their games after the subpar per-

l)Z 1)/. 1)7. 1)/ 1)/ 1)/ 1)/ |)/ 1)7 1)/. 1)7. 1)7. 1)7.

i

'Hig-m Qxj&te, Tyumen.
Lisa & "Bobby'
Marilyn & "Bill
Theresa &•.
Jen & A Co
Crystal & Chip
"Beth & "Ben
Jennifer & Ja
"Melissa &.

"We weren't rebounding." Larranage said after the defeat. "We
flat-out need to get better underneath"
Dayon Ninkovic will again
start at center and be the main
Scott Brown
force in the defense against Foil.
BG News
Other players will make contribution off the bench, as well, inSports Editor
cluding Koen Rouwhorst who
% should see more playing time
after a solid performance against
NIU (six points, four rebounds,
three blocks in 11 minutes).
formances Wednesday.
Nevertheless, BG will adopt a
Home-court advantage?
bend-but-not-break attitude for
Foil. A Falcon victory will hinge
With the stagnant atmosphere on how they contain Colgate's
in Anderson Arena Wednesday, other players.
it's no wonder the Falcons aren't
crying the blues about being The other competition
back on the road.
Nebraska is the defending NIT
Many players had talked earlier in the week about looking champion and returnsthree
forward to a big crowd after the starters from that 21-14 team.
Purdue win, but that was not to
The Falcons and Cornhuskers
be.
have met once before, with NeThe Falcons were instead braska claiming a victory in the
greeted by a half-empty gym champioship of the 1990 Ameriwith - inexplicably - no pep tas Classic.
band.
Coppin State is another team
coming off an NCAA bid in 1996.
Colgate is pretty good
Saturday's game, regardless of
the opponent, will end BG's run
The Red Raiders provide the of four opponents with postseaopposition in the first-round son experience from a year ago.
contest.
Colgate features Adonal Foil, a Travel party
2nd-Team All-American center
behind Wake Forest's Tim DunThe Falcons left for here
can. Foil provides some unique Thursday at 8:30 a.m.
problems for the Falcons, who
The travel party was forced to
were again convincingly outrebounded Wednesday against sit through a 90-minute delay at
Detroit
NIU.

._ _ MEN'S BASKETBALL

NOTEBOOK

CONGRATULATIONS
TONYA

PRIM;

sun & "Kexnn
Tma&'Bill
"Dayna&JoJo
"Betsy & Jeff
"Diana & "Brant
"Ellen & Curtis
"Emilly & Secret Agent Man
Amie&Chad
Lindsey & "Brian

'<

Winner of a $150 Gift
Certificate For Roller
Blades From Cycle Werks®
and the Columbo® Frozen
Yogurt Free Sundae
Contest at the GT Deli!!!

1)7 1)7 1)7 1)7. 1)7 1)7 1)7 1)7 1)7 1)7 1)7 1)7 1)7

Sponsored by BGSU Dining Servlcea * Columbo* Froten Yogurt
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Cothran enters plea, Players approve deal
guilty to DUI charge to end feuding to 2000
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
Bengals Suspend Cothran for
Latest Trouble
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati Bengals today suspended
fullback Jeff Cothran for one
game, the result of his second
arrest in six months.
Cothran pleaded guilty
Wednesday In Mlddletown
Municipal Court to a charge of
driving while Intoxicated.
Judge Mark Wall suspended
his driver's license for a year,
fined him $250 and ordered
him Into an alcohol intervention program.
Cothran, a third-year running back who grew up in
Mlddletown, was excused from
practice Wednesday and was
not at the Bengals' complex today after his suspension was
announced. Coach Bruce Coslet declined comment.
Team president Mike Brown
was out of town today and unavailable for comment.
A police report said Cothran,
25, was arrested Tuesday night
after his 1995 Chevy Blazer
struck a construction divider
on a bridge near Monroe and
went off the roadway.
Cothran's blood alcohol level
tested at 0.25, the report said.
In Ohio, anyone testing 0.10 or
above Is presumed to be drunk.
Police said Cothran was not
injured In the accident. He was
taken to Mlddletown City Jail,
and later was released on his
own recognizance.

Bengals' running back Eric Bienlemy wears a cast on his hand to
heal his broken thumb sustained during last Sunday's game
against Jacksonville. Bieniemy's broken thumb combined with
Cothran's suspension spells problems for the Clncy offense.
Cothran was a third-round
draft pick out of Ohio State In
1994. He had been a starter

since late in his rookie year,
including the first 11 games
this season.

PRIDE
Continued from page four.
wards and we cant allow those
guys to roam around and do what
they want to do." Powers said.
"We've got to be much more aggressive and intense throughout
the game."
One aspect of the game that
has returned to the Falcons recently is the success on the
powerplay. BG connected on five
of 11 man advantages against the
Buckeyes last weekend. BG
Jumped out to a 3-0 lead in Saturday's match on three consecutive

powerplay goals. This, coupled
with UAF"s second worst powerkilling average in the CCHA.
(.756), could prove to be a spark
for the Falcons.
Perhaps the biggest determining factor of the team's outcome,
is how they will play down the
stretch in tight games.
"We're pretty angry with the
effort of the team when games
are on the line," Powers said.
"We've been outscored almost
2-1 in the third period. That is a
real statistic to defeat, because a

lot of games are going to be close
going into the third period. That's
when you have to be strong."
Powers challenged his team to
raise their level of intensity during the third stanza "Games are
going to be won in the third
period. We've lost the games in
the third period," Powers said.
"Some guys want to play when
the game's on the line, other guys
want to hide In the backseat when
the game's on the line, because
they don't want to be the one to
make the mistake."

Come lb Our holiday Open ^/buse
December 6, 7, & 8 at

Packages plus...
Yankee Candle
Christmas
Tarts & Samplers
25% off

Lang Calendars &
Engagement Books

Merrilly Bear
only $7.95

25% off

All boxed Cards
Including Main Street
Press.Pat Richter
& Hallmark
30% off
also
Partyware and giftwrap
30% off

All Valories
items

AH
Christmas
Quilts

NEW YORK - Baseball players
made it official Thursday: the
sport will have labor peace
through 2000.
By a unanimous vote, players
approved a contract that ends a
bitter four-year feud ~ one that
prompted a strike, cost millions
of dollars, and worse, cost the
game the devotion of millions of
fans.
"It's sad that it took us four
years to come to this," Minnesota's Paul Molitor said. "Now that
it's done and no one is doing
cartwheels, that's what tells you
what agreements are all about t finding middle ground."
After several days of near
round-the-clock work by lawyers
for both sides, players ratified
the deal at their annual executive
board meeting in Dorado, Puerto
Rico.
"With this unfortunate period
behind us, my fellow players and
I can once again focus on the
game on the field," said New
York Yankees pitcher David
Cone, the American League
player representative. "We are
confident that baseball's best
days lie ahead."
Owners approved the proposal
on Nov. 26, three weeks after
they Initially rejected it In between, acting commissioner Bud
Selig realized he couldn't obtain
additional concessions, and Chicago White Sox owner Jerry
Reinsdorf signed Albert Belle to
a record $55 million, five-year
deal, angering some owners who

were seeking greater salary restraints.
"I guess I should thank Albeit
Belle, shouldn't I?" Florida's
Bobby Bonilla said. "Who says he
doesn't do community service?"
Twelve players, including Alex
Fernandez, Moises Alou and
Jimmy Key, gained free agent
rights with the deal, and they
probably will be allowed to start
negotiating with all teams a 2
p.m. EST Saturday.
"It's essential to let these guys
get on the market as soon as possible," Cone said. "They have
already been damaged. These
guys are frozen."
The union agreed to permit
interleague play on an experimental basis in 1997 and 1998.
Originally, the deal gave permission for interleague play in 1997
only.
However, approval of interleague play in 1998 was contingent
on retaining the limit of up to 16
interleague games per team. If
owners want to expand the
amount in 1998, they would have
to allow the designated hitter in
all interleague games, not just
the ones in American League
ballparks.
Interleague play, the first during the regular season since
major leagues began forming in
1871, will start June 12, when the
four NL West teams visit the four
AL West teams.
Owners plan to add Phoenix to
the NL and Tampa Bay to AL in
1998, and say the creation of two
15-team leagues may necessitate
up to 30 interleague games per

team.
"We have some work ahead of
us to turn these understandings,
hopefully, into a written agreement fairly quickly," union head
Donald Fehr said.
Ratification of the contract
brings in a 35 percent luxury tax
on the portions of payrolls above
$51 million next season for the
five highest-spending teams, a
provision designed to decrease
payroll disparity.
There also will be vastly higher
revenue-sharing among the clubs
because high-revenue teams will
be forced to give up a higher
percentage of their locally generated broadcast and ticket
money.
"I think it's a relief for everybody," Seattle catcher Dan Wilson said. "There will be a lot
more stability than existed before. Once we get a commissioner and start rolling, it's going
to be great for baseball."
As part of the agreement,
players get credit for service
time during the 75 regularseason days wiped out by the
strike, the longest work stoppage
in the history of U.S. sports. In
addition to the new free agents,
more players will become eligible for salary arbitration this
winter and more players will be
eligible for free agency after
next season.
Players and owners also
pledged to work together to grow
the game internationally, perhaps starting a quadrennial
World Cup-type tournament
similar to soccer.

Pace is first two-time
winner of Lombardi
The Associated Press
HOUSTON - Ohio State
offensive tackle Orlando Pace
is the first two-time winner of
the Lombardi Award, being selected Thursday night as the
nation's top college lineman of
1996.
The 6-foot-6, 330-pound, was
the first sophomore to win the
award in 1995. This year, he
beat out Arizona State tackle
Juan Roque, Nebraska defensive end Jared Tomich and
Virginia Tech defensive end
Cornell Brown.
Pace's play helped the Buckeyes to a 10-1 record and their
first Rose Bowl berth in 12
years.
"We've been fortunate at

Ohio State to have a legacy of
great offensive linemen, and
he is the best we've had since
I've been there," coach John
Cooper said. "I told the Rose
Bowl people he's big, he runs a
4.9 (40-yard dash), bench presses 500 pounds and goes hunting with a switch."
Pace has been mentioned as a
Heisman Trophy candidate,
and he gets plenty of support
from Cooper and former
teammate Eddie George, the
1995 Heisman Trophy winner
and a 1,000-yard rusher with
the Houston Oilers this season.
"He should win if it goes to
the best college football player
in America for the year, and he
is definitely one of the best. If
not the best," George said.

Two linemen - Larry Kelley
of Yale In 1936 and Leon Hart
of Notre Dame in 1949 - have
won the Heisman, but both
were ends.
Ohio State offensive line
coach Mike Jacobs expects
Pace to be a first-round NFL
selection next year if he decides to forego his senior
season and take that route.
"What would you tell your
son If he could be the first or
second pick in the draft?''
Jacobs asked. "As a coach, you
try to handle a player as if he
were your own."
Ohio State leads all teams
with five Lombardi trophies,
including two for Pace. Nebraska and Notre Dame have
three each

COLLEGE SOPHOMORE?
BEEN THINKING ABOUT JOINING
AIR FORCE ROTC?

(from ornaments to
sweatshirts)
20% off

25% off

Anything Santa
Musicals
Snowdome

We Still Have
Holiday Barbie

figurines
all
20% off

ornaments &
Last in the series

Camille

Large Selection of
Christmas Tins
at special prices

25% off

Barbie Dolls

Beckman
Body Products
Make Great Gifts

1111 Railroad Street

and

Merry Moos

All Pottery
(including Christmas)
20% off

Bowling Green, OH
Hours: M-F: 10-8 Sat: 10-6 Sun: 10-5

(419)352-1693

The DEADLINE for entry into the
Two-Year ROTC Program
is quickly APPROACHING!
Contact Air Force ROTC
(419)372-2176

TODAY!
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FROM VANISHING CULTURES:
FLAT WOVEN TEXTILES OF THE WORLD
Valerie Sharaf Juet In
N.Y. autor/ouralor
In conjuncaon will tha EXHIBITION
of the same one on view in the
Wkurd Wenkeknan Gal lary.
BGSUFine Am Caniar
Tha Ethnic Cultural Arts Program and tha
Ohio Arts Counca gave support k) this avant

What do you know about rha Holocaust?
Jon UAO tor a tnp Io the Holocaust Can Mr
In Watt Bloomflald. Ml tor a hands on
axparianca January 28
There la a $5 bursar able
charga tor transportation
Tr» tnp indudes a Bur of the ceriter
followed by a d»cussion
For mora into, cal 2-7184
Sponaorad by UAO

LOST*FOUND
CAMPUS EVENTS

FOUND: TI82 Csaoiator
toundlnOlacarnpHall.
Call Shannon a! 353-1823

IrWAL Presents
Ur Been
Friday. Doc. 8 818 pm
in a scamp 111
FREE Admission
FREE PRIZES

SERVICES OFFERED

ANME- hMI
(Ghoei in the she* and 2 others)
Sponsored by VITAL
Saturday. Oec.7 at 7pm
m Ol scamp m
Fraa adrrsssiorvFree prizes

ALD-Alpha Lsmbds Delia-ALD
Atstneon Mambam:
Meeting Mon s> Bprn «i 112 BA
in ba tun. short 1 MM »o join us
ALO caught suoyug campaign
ALD' Alpha Lambda Data • ALD

FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONAL IZE0 ANNOUNCEMENTS
READY IN 48 HOURSI
HtGHOUALITYa
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
1EE GEE BOOKSTORE
353-22S2
New Coursa tor Spring 07 Emerging Technologias I CutturaTo ragialar, sign up lor ENG
480(10805). POPC 4806(30020). TCOM
469(25818) Mora Into.: slanCCgnai Qpsuadu
Pragnanl?
Fraa pragnancy Mats Conddanoal and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy canMr

sax■sax-sax
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
48 hour tanks
Minimum ordar 0(15
Stop «i and see usli
353-7732

Coma rate* and laugh away strati
wKh comedian Wayne Oawd SmrBl
Friday. Daoambar Mi ai 7.U0pm
Fraa.aponaDradbyUAO
For mora intormeton Cat 2-7184

sax-sax■sax

EvarybodyNaadaioEalll
Plaaaa donaia nonpariahabla loodt and/or
monay n halp auppon David's House Drop-on
locaicnii aril be in ai raaidanoa halla. OT Eiprest. Chili, and ai ma Off-Campus Sudani
Caniar. For mora Wo. cat 2-7184. Sponaorad
byUAO.

PERSONALS

WFAl Preterite
MrBaan
Friday. Dec 6 at Spm
inaacamp111
FREE Admission
FREE PRIZES

FUN —PWZES
TRVYOORLUCKAT
CASINO NK3HT
TOMOMTapm - Wdnlghl
Amani Room m tha Commons
Tickan: Buraarabla
$3 pra-aala ai hal Ironi daaki
14 at the door

ANiMfc-iaal
(Ghost in tha shal and 2 orhers)
sponsored by WFAL
Saturday. Dae .7 at 7 pm
in Cascemp 111
FREE Adrroasmrv FREE Prttat

ProcaadagoloMDA
Sponaorad by RSA/KoN Hal
Honor Student Aaaodaoon
Philanlhropy production
Holiday Party and Caroling
Mon.Dac.9l,
meet in CompOn activity lounge
al7pm
We aM ba caroling Via BG community
Praaia Margins it Back
Wan lad Soon
Submityour Iswsrure * artwork
For into call Kelly 353-13*3

UAO Tnp •> Columbua UAO
SaL Jan. 18, 1997. Wa wH ba leaving BG al
8:30 am and retuma>g approx. 730 pm, Tha
coal a 110.00 and la buraarabla. You can sign
up in rhe UAO office now through Jan. is
Upon signing up you wal receive an Into thaal
on what to do m Cokjmbusl For mora intormaDon call 2-7184.

don't believe
everything
you feel.
■

I1A Spring Braak Panama Cilyl Boardwalk
Baach Raaonl Bast How. Localon. Prioal 7
nights $1 291 Deytsna - Bast location 11391 Cocoa Baach Hilton S189I tpnngOraak.lraval.com
1 800«78-o3g6
•AGO-AGO'AGO-AGO"
Alpha Gamma Dalta wants to
congratulaM Dona Hamplon
and Bethany Gadfield
on balng choaan at Unhrartiiy
Ambaasadorsl Congrats1
•»GD•AGO•AGO•AGD•
• Alpha Gam • Bala • ALpha Gam • Bats •
Tha sistars of Alpha Gamma Dalta want to
congratulaM Cathanna Klapach on har recent
lavalMring to rha Bata's Parry Boytonl Wa wish
you Doth tha bast'
■ Alpha Gam 'Sals -Alpha Gam -Bats'
'"DancaMararhon"'
Arayouadanosr?
Are you a morsMr?
Coma maat your stem at tha
Dencer/Moreler Soaali
Monday, Dac. 9
7:30 pm
1007 BA
AGO' AGD' AGD' AGD' AGD
CongratulaDons Big HsMdl
on your naw office I'm
to happy tor youl You're
auchadiampi
I Low Youl
YourlilKety
AGD'AGD'AGD

■

htlp:/Avwvv save otg

Alpha Gam' Alpha Gamma Data * Alpha Gam
Tha Alpha Gams would ilka to hank all ot tie
young man who participated In rna pledge,
class prince garhanng. Wa al had a greeat'
omel Thanks guy si
Alpha Gam ' ALpha Gamma Delia - Alpha
Gam
Alpha Gam * Thata Ch' Alpha Gam
The Alpha Gam's would law* to congratulate
BRENDAN CLARKE on being chosen at tie
Alpha Gam's class pnnce.
Congratulations BRENDAN"!
Alpha Gam - Theta Chi ■ Alpha Gam

f 1A Cancun 8 Jamaica Spring Braak Specials!
7 nights air 5 hotel Irom $3991 Pnces increasesoon • Save $501 Save $1 SO on rood, drinks, t
fraa pa/Mel 111% lowest price guaranteel
spnngbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-8388 ,
f1A Spring Braak Bahemaa Party Cruisel 8
days 1279' includes all meals. Fraa parties.
Tuaal Greet Beaches 1 Nighrjilel Prices Incease soon - Save $501 tpringbreaklravel.com i-S0r>67Sa3S8.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants t
achoiarahlpa available tram sponeors!!! No
prepaymenle. ever!!! UlCash tor coltoga$$$.r
i.Foflnlo:1-800-»4S-2«6.
CHECK US OUT"
S4JCOLLECTIBLES
13213 Main St
Was ton. OH 43589
Phone 688-3172
Something for everyone
"Old.nowiMms
•coaeclblee of any kinds
We BUY. SELL. TRADE
Come relax and laugh away Stress
w* Comedian Wayne David Smith
Friday. Daoambar Oth al 7:00pm
Fraa, sponaorad by UAO
For more information Call 27164
Female Man Smoking Subtoeeor Hetded tor
Spring Semester 97.Will have own
room.AC.and fraa heat tor roaaonable
rent.bedroom sat nag. Please cal 353-3922
ask for Christine.
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCE MINIS
READY IN 48 HOURSI
HtGHOUALITYa
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15

BEE OEE BOOKSTORE
353-2252
KO -JENNIFER MATTHEWS • KD
Tha tisters of Kappa Data would like to congratulaM Jan on har recent engagement so David PSM Wa wish you guys rha basil
KO ' JENNIFER MATTHEWS - KO
Party Time - Beer Lights $ Mkrors. Very large
cosecoon. 20 minutes from BG. Local cal
288-3687.
Spring Braak '97 Tha Reliable Spring Break
Company, rtofteas. Deetlnatlonel Conlsst
VacMkmal Guaranteed Loweel Prloeel Organise Group Travel Free! From $89 Party
In... Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamaa, Padre.
Florida, Jamaica. Incluelce Plan From Only
8)9 Fraa Inlo:
1-I00-426-7710
YrWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS COM
STUDENTS EXAMALERTII
Did you know that your final exam must ba given on rha date and time it appears on rha exam
schedule? The class can't VOTE to change it:
the Instructor may not move it without rha approval of rha VPAA. Questions? Cal your collaga dean's office. In A 8 S. If s 2-2340.
WOOL SWEATERS t GLOVES
Maw Shipment just arrived
sweaMrs $35.00. gloves $5 00
CdiegiaM Connecton » J T.'s Cam/out
531 RiOge Street

WANTED
1 roommaM for Spring '97 eemesMr.
Close Io campus
Cat 354-1223. ask for Ray

NEEDED ASAP
1 Mela roommate, own room, 187 50/mo e
uOI., security deposit negotiable. Cat Erica &
354-5601.

FOR RENT

One bedroom sublease needed for Spring
Semester. 114 S. Main Apt. 10 above Wizard
Qrspr.cs. Call 354-4243.

" 1 bedroom apartment "
FREE HEAT
Call 354 2258
-Wanted rmies. to fill houses and apis.* Very
Close To Campus
Call 353-0325

OBenedetto's Restaurant
Spring $ Summer, Delivery $ Prep, position.
Apply 2-5, M-F 1432 E.Woosiar.

1 Subteasar needed tor Spring 97 own bedroom, new apt. new appliancei, and parking.
$230/mo • uM Ceil Joah or Jerremy al
3528633

FOR YEAR ROUND EMPLOYMENT?
TIRED OF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn $6 an hour $ great benefits
■ UPS
Sign up al 360 Student Services
UPS is an EE.O employer

Mike's Parry Mart - S. Main SI BG has open
ings tor PT sales derks 15-20 hrsAvk Musi
ba hones, fnendfy. neat, and dependable Appry MF between 8-4pm Call 352-9259.
Need a Math Tutor for Math 233
(Calculus ID) Cat SMphen 353-2022
For the upcoming exam

2 bdrm Apt. on 6th St. avail now. $450 . alec
Up to 4 people Cal Tom «> 352-2241 ASAP
for details.

ri".aY(n?M8r-i7Wi.i9iai
THE TOP SUMMER POSITIONS ARE
FILLING NOW. Our company will ba hiring
BGSU students who are looking io build an extensive resume, earn an internship and gam
valuable experience in Marketing, Management, Sales and General Buelneee Earn
$8,000-$g,000 next summer working in tie
areas Of Sylvanla, Perrysburg, Toledo or
Maumee. Positions will ba filling quickly Far
more information about these opportunities call
QTP at 1-800-356-5967

Drivers wanted: Mature, responsible people to
drive cars for local car dealership inquire with
Gwen or Tom @ AutoviBe 354-0093

Female sublessor for Spring 97. $200/mo
Vary dote to campus Osm room. Parking. Aydeal 353-1253.
Furnished tow rent apartment Second semestar. Non-smolung. lemale cal 419-682 5465
HHA - CNA needed immediately in Bowling
Green area. Competitive wagat • mtogae
relnburtamanL PMase call il interested
1-800-508-8773
RoommaM needed immediately.
Own room, tree heal. HBO ICmemax

Call 354-2365
Spring Subtoaeer needed
Smoker or non-smoker
Male or Female
2 btocks from Founders

(1 Awaeoms Tripe! Hundreds ol Students
Are Earning Fraa Spring Bras* Tripe a
Money! SMI 6 Trips t Oo Free! Bahama
Crsaaa $271, Canoun $ Jamaica SIN, Pana m a
Clly/Daytona
1119!
wwwsprlnghraaktravslcom
1-800-87841386

' 986 CJS Jeep, great condition,
many new parts. $2600
Cal tor details 353-5288

E Applications for positions
on the Spring '97
BG News Staff
are now available in
210 West Hall.

NEWS

Applicants will need to fill out
an application and sign up
for an interview time.

Roommate needed 2BR
Apt .own room
$250.urjl/mo call

Brooke 93548160
Spring 97 Large room tor 1 or 2 free cable.
dooo to campua. oat 3538282.

Sublease/ She re House
Call Carne 352 0619.

6 bdrm house. 2 one bdrm apts All 3 btocks
from campus. 12 mo. lea tat. Security deposit
required Utilities not Included. 287-4926 days
or 267-4151 evenings. Leaving now for May.
Aval Dec 15rh 3 bdrm Apt.
Close to Unv. - Good Cond

Call 666-4651
Female Roommate wanted
ASAP. Off-camput, own room

Female Roommate Needed
$15S/mo ♦ utl., own bedrm
Call 353-0322
Female subleaser(s) needed tor Spring "97
Own badroomrbarh. $163rmo.

Call 353-9077

Subteasar needed
Spring 1907
Please cal 354-5216
Subteasar needed tar Spring Sam. Across tie
street from cempusl $225/mo Cal 354-7232.
Leave message 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm duplex
Subleaaer needed tor Spring g7 or sooner.
Mate or lemale, Own room, 2 full bath in houaa
$205 • utl.. no security deposit Call Tamyka
3528689
SUBLEASER NEEDED - DEC/JAN - AUG
1997
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT: FURNISHED
CALL STACI353-2135
Subteeeer needed Spring ol97
2 bedroom Apt, gas inducted
Near campus 353-4g 16

Female subteasar needed lor Spring semester
Very dose to campus, own room, furnished,
free cable. $17S/mo., nag. Call Paula
s>352 7576

Subleaaer Needed Spring 97
Efficiency dose to campus
$33S/mo call 354 1437

Female subteasar needed tor e very unique bilevel apt. Own large bedroom. Rant $1787mo.
Call ASAP 352-3538

Subteasar needed tor Spring 97. Spacious apt.
$155/mo. . utl. Roommates are fun $ easy to
gel along with. Call JanriHerQ 3548271.

Female Subteoaer needed Spring 97 or
sooner Own Room $230 ♦ utl rmo, no security dep. Cal Lahna 383-2713.

Sublease! needed starting anytime after Dec.
21. Spacious, 1 bedroom, 1 mee from campus,
free campus shuttle, heal gas and water Inducted. A/C, swimming pool, on site laundry
fee., oil street perking. Call Jeff 3738004.
leave message.

Grad Student Only ■ 2 bedroom upper duplex
$480 a month . sac. deposit . unl 353-7257,
leave message.
GREAT SUBLEASE
$325 Dec. $425 thru August Newly remodeled
upper in duplex 3 Ig rooms, race new carpel,
up-to-codei In BGI Wheel Smallish kitchen.
Huge bath room, dew rub. Low uflls. Quiet
Street Beautiful. Parted tor grad or mature
undargrad. 354-1833
Houses $ Duplexes tor -97 '98 School year
1 to 3 person homes avail. -12 mo lease only
starting In May: Sieve Smith 3528917
(no call after 8om)
Large one bedroom Apt
Downtown. $365/mo

Spring Break 97
Panama City Beach

$29

Spring Break Party Package
Package includes:

Wanted: Mala or Female grad student to lease
1 or apt Rent nag. Aval. Dec. 20th - Aug. 15.
Call Tammy 352-1408.

HEY! HEY! HEY!
The deadline for
UAA Eastern
Experience has
been extended!
Applications are
now due
December 10 by
5:00 p.m. at the
Mileti Alumni
Center.

beaches largest resort
•FREE passes to Spinnaker and

1965 Prymoull Honzon.
$300 obo. Needs repairs
353-0819

Club Lavela
•Next to super clubs
•Wild contests & tree entertainment

■-lOOAcuia AsXing 5.500 Call 419-677 5941
1992 Honda Accord EX. Black. 2door
Muter phone. 5 spd .$11,000 Older
adufl owned Cat 419882-5939 Sylvania
Boa for sale- moving, must sen i
Cage $ heal included. $80 obo.
Call Jake 353-3250

IBM compatible computer 386 Dx wAamdows
3.11
.
(itrn
.4>
CD
Rom.speakers.mouse.monitor,2800 Bd
Modem Cat Mark 352 5189 $400 OBO

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING

BOARDWALK
BEACH RESORT
1-800-224-4853
'package price based on per person quint
occup. 7 night minimum stay. $200 security
deposit ai check in ome. You're sol
reading? Get on the phone I

Cal UiOO-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party

Management Inc.
SPRING SEMESTER LEASES
AVAILABLE!!
Stop by 1045 N. Main tor available
apts or check us out on web pages

Management Inc.

Cruise

$279

Cancun

$399

6 Days-Al Meats-Free PanJeT
•Includes Taxes

NEW NEW NEW NEW
t $2 bdrm at our Hillsoale Apts.
unique floor plan, very spacious
Start 350/mo » utuibet

7 Nights-Air.Hotel-Save $150
on Food $ Drinks

Jamaica

$419

Florida

$119

7 Nights-Air.Hotel-Save $150
on Food 8 Drinks

7 Nights-Panama City. Daylona
S Cocoa Beach
Sprinj Break Travel-Our 10th Year!

Spotty

32 oz.

If Pays To Discover! Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $25!
To Apply For A Card,

1-800-678-6386
ft

Room available In House for Spring 1997
Close ro campus Low rent
Ask for Diane or Christina 353-0130

3 subteaaers needed tor Spring -97
2 bedroom, furnished apt. $i6S/mo.. free
membership to Crterrywood Health Spa.
353-4292

hltp //www wenet org/mecca/

H

Renbng now Houses, Apts, a Rooms
tor g7r9S school year stop by office
316 E. Merry S3 or cal 353-0325
■gristing.

SUBLEASE ONE BEDROOM APT. tor
SPRING AT WtNTHFiOP TERRACE. WITH
OPTIONAL FURNITURE. CALL 3548702

Gulf front accommodations al the
1985 Muda 626$1000 obo ra mites but runs
greatcall Tim 3354-5071

One bedroom apt. tor tubletee. Avail. Spring,
sem No Dep. Leal mo. free $320rmo * gea 8
elec. Call Chris Bt> 354-7004.

2 bdrm. fum. apt. $450rmo. Avsaable Dec. 15
thru May 1997. Free heat, water, sewer and
gas. Call 354-0914

FOR SALE
-94 Jaap Wrangler. 5 apd, 8 cyl , pull out
stereo, sound bar. alarm system, axe. cond.
$11,000. Deybme: 352-5271 ail. 8323 Evan:
473-1981

One bedroom fumiahed or unfurnished apt.
EastEvers$375rmo.4i9-ae»3036

2 bdrm house. Occupancy immed 354-8800

Avail, immed Call 353-6062
Female subMaser needed for Spring semester.
Pay $20u/mo. plus lights onlyl Have own
bdrm. Call Kim al 352-2241 now tor cauls'

Need 1 lemale subteasar lor Sonng 97 Sem
Pay $19(ymo .elec Free cable, very dose
to campus. Call Cheryl at 353-3700.

Spring g72-4 Subltestra needed tor furnished, dean
apartment. Pets sarjwsd In complex. Pay only
electric Call Kristin or Matarse Q362-3740

Call 352-3575
PART TIME
Less man 1 block from campus
$6 00 per hour to start
Flexible Hours
INTERVIEWING
Week ol December 9.1996
Mon-Wod-Fri 1 -00-5.00 PM
348 N. Enarpnaa
(Uaa Ridge St entrance
totorvtewrig On Campus
2nd fir lounge Student Sen/. Bldg.
TuesAThurl 00-4:00 PM
For additional info, please call:
Molten (North America) Corp.
Bowling Green (419) 354-8802

Male subteasera needed tor Spring 97 Across
from campus, dishwasher, free cable, furnished $iea/month, call Chns or Pal al
354-1346.

353-4298

1 MF Roommate needed Spring Qtr
Own bedroom, low utl. bins. AC. Fireplace
$19Stno. Call 354-2373 ASAPII

LOOKING

Male subteasar Wanted
3 bdrm. houaa. $170rrno.
Contact Brent© 3540317

Wash burn acoustic guitar
wilh hardcaaa. $200

Dependable person looking torgood job. Afternoon A evenings.
Call 353-5266

Emaco Cleaning hiring 2 pt ome positions.
Dec 20th -Jan. 11th, may work into full ome. il
mteresMd call 419-833-4567 anytime, leave
moetsos. will return call ASAP.

352-2874

Male subleaaer wanted Practically on campus,
dishwasher, free cable" $l88rmonlh ask tor
Jeremy at 354-1348.

1 female sublease, needed tor Spring Semester $160/mo plus utjl 3 bdrms.. 2 full baths.
furnished, close to campus. Call 353-4174, aak
tor Tracy. Terra or Hearhar.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes al home. All materials provided Sand SASE to P.O Box 824,
Olalhe.KS 66051.

Meteor Female Subteasar needed
$250rmo. . uBI A deposit

Road Bicycle Wants naw owner Old one praters fat. ugty foreign import with knobbya. I am
a Cannondeie racer, light ea a ftetter, wet
equipped, and ready to got Buy me to I can
quit hanging around this garage with Muddy.
the mountain bike. Yechl $175 OBO Call
1419)674-1634. Pub...loorel

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 • /month
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Companies. Work) travel. Seasonal 8 lull time employment available. No experience necessary.
For mora mtormalon cal 1 206-971 3550 exl
C55446.

Chldcarainmyhoma
Newborn to 18 mot.
Afternoons and Evanlngl 353-5288

HELP WANTED

1500 Holland Rd
Mauraee. OH
897-SUDS
Open al 11

AXO'HOUSEBOY'AXO
Alpha Chi Omega needs a houaaboy tor
the Spring Semester ol 1997. If
interested, please call Jann at 372-1409
AXO-HOUSEBOY-AXO

Wanted Part Time Bookooper/Acct. tor local
used auto dealer. FMx. hours. Inquire w/Gwan
or Tom «? AutovUw 354-0093.

Microbrewery • Sports Bar
Restaurant
• 3 Big Screen TVs •
• Pool, Dart Games •
• Gift Shop •
• Gift Certificates •

1997 AMERICORPS POSITIONS Three fullbme and one part-time positions with the Children's Resource CanMr in Extended Day
Treatment. Residential Unit, and rha Young
Moms and Dads program. Stipend ol $7,945.
education award of $4,725, health Insurance.
and child care with corsfled providers tor one
year ot service attvDng 1/97. Must ba interested in inMractmg with and coordinating programs for children/adolescents, be 18 years of
age or older, a U.S. otzen or legal resident.
have a HS diploma or equivalent. Application
deadline December 13. For position descriptions and information on applying, contact Lisa.
Children's Resource Canter. 352-7586.

A LEAD GUITAR 8 FIDDLE player are needed
to form a highly trained counuyrbluegrats
band. Plaaaa contact Glenn ©372 5955 to sal
up an audition.

Sublease needed
Spring W
Larry 352 2281

COMPANY.LTO

Light Brown FulSBe Steeper
Sola Good Conditon $100 080
Call 352 31 15
Pagers - USA Mobte pagers trad
at BEE GEE Rental A Sates. 12S
W Poe Rd. - Pre-programmed.
Local number. Large Service area.
PH 352-4648

$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For into cat 301-389-2047

Wanted Individual w/basic computer skiKs
Hra. 11:30pm- 6am. Drug tesong a requiremont Cal 419-832-1641 tvw 1-3 pm.

"Take a little bit of NW
Ohio home with you"
BRtWINO

For sale : University Approved Loft Bed $50
OBO Call354-6051

tor further intormaiton

2-4 SubMaeer needed tor Spring 97 Fum,
dose to campus, reasonable ram. Call Jan or
Ktran 352-9880.

Call 353-3086

BAVARIAN

•MM
Do you have Great MCAT Scores (30.) ?
Do you have a personality?
The Princeton Review seeks instructors
Part-timo lor courses In BG and/or
Toledo Cal 800-2-REVCW

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APTS
1 bdrm a
Ell. units laundry on site, tons ot
parking starts 230/mo cal

353-5800

MON

TUES:
WED:

THUR:

FRI:
SAT:
SUN:

JARS

$1.75

Pool Tournament
Sign up at 7.00,
Play 018:00
Cash Prize, for 1 it & 2nd
Great Happy Hours
Karaoke
Sign u pot 8:00,
Sing of 9:00
Prizes Awarded

ladies Night
Happy Hour fVices'
ALL Nigrt for Ladies
St Blow Job Shots
AU Night
Great Happy Hours
Open at 11:30 am
Sega Tournament
Sign up at 7:00;
Play at 8:00 Prizes

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM - 9 PM
300 E. Woosra
354-4280

Girls

Boys

Music from Venus and Mars
Guys
listen to
what?
Brandon Wray
The Back Pages

Sheryl Crow Is of one today's class of autonomous and Independent female musicians.

'Chicks' get
their voice
Natalie Miller
The BC News

Girl music? For our generation, it's not frivolous, whiny
or weak. The current wave of
female artists are strong and
independent, providing better
role models than in the past.
Alanis Morissette, of course
leads the pack. But others are
rising fast. No Doubt lead
singer Gwen Stefani shows
spunk and action in her music
and videos. Jewel, Sheryl
Crow and Faith Hill also express autonomy and vitality.
Alanis gained her fame from
"You Oughta Know", a song of
resentment and anger against
a man who had hurt her. A lot
of people, male and female related to this song, rocketing
her into the spotlight. She defies the normal "nice girl"
precedent, and challenges
many stereotypes. For example, Alanis issues the warning
"You took me for a joke/you
took me for a child. You
didn't think I'd come
back/You didn't think I'd
show up with this ammunition
on my back,"in "Right
Through You." Kerri Killion,
sophomore English major,
said "I love Alanis because she
doesn't take any crap from
men. She's very in-your-face."

Female artists don't aim to
bash men.they just focus on
the strength of women and
their resistance to mistreatment. No Doubt's "Spiderwebs" states,"You take advantage of what's mine/You're
taking up my time/Don't have
the courage inside me Ao tell
you please let me be."
Relationships have always
been a large source of musical
inspiration. Sheryl Crow's
"Can't Cry Anymore" says
"Too much time I been spending/with my heart in my
hands/Waiting for time to
come and mend it/I can't cry
anymore." Modern women
aren't waiting for things to be
handed to them. Faith Hill
writes, "Don't need a bed of
roses/Cause roses wither
away" in "Take Me As I Am,"
revealing the desire to have
honest relationships. We like
music that relates to our lives,
and speaks to our emotions.
It's a great way for the artist
to express herself and for us
to connect with it. "I think
women musicians are more
expressive, and not so angry,"
says sophomore Melanie Joss.
Music can be excellent way to
make a statement about society and attitudes.
No Doubt's "Just A Girl" atSee GIRLS, page nine.

What does the average collegeage male listen to when he needs
to deal with his problems or emotions? What music can only guys
really understand because they
are guys? Who is the male Alanis
Morissette?
Your first thought may be: Do
guys really have emotions that
they work through? Beyond that,
the answers vary from guy to
guy. Eddie Vedder, Billy Corgan,
Axl Rose, Trent Reznor, the
Afghan Whigs and Morrisey all
present some representation of
the male experience.
The Smashing Pumpkins "Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness" is about a day in the life of
a teenage boy. The Afghan
Whigs' album "Gentlemen" is all
about the modern male's attitudes toward women. It is brutally honest without being Snoop
Dogg-ishly vulgar.
The Whigs' songwriter Greg
Dulli writes from the perspective
of an innocent boy who has
grown up and now faces these
mysterious creatures called
women who he tries but cannot
relate to. Everything he does is
taken the wrong way and he cannot understand.
Dulli in "Debonair" writes
"Hear me now and don't forget/
I'm not the man my actions would
suggest/ A little boy I'm tied to
you/ I fell apart that's what I always do."
Jason Huber, senior history
major, said that Pearl Jam is a
good band to listen while thinking about or dealing with problems. He said that the lyrics are
very meaningful and can be applied to personal situations. Pearl
Jam is a good example of the
male experience, he added. The
best music for guys to listen
when they are angry is Alice in
Chains and Guns n' Roses, Huber
said.
Todd Young, sophomore art
major, said he agreed that Guns
n"Roses is good music to listen to
if you are angry or depressed.
"I can identify with Axl's
anger," Young said.

Provided by University music library and sound recordings archives

A favorite of many guys, Axl Rose performs for
He added that he listens to
Nine Inch Nails and Marilyn
Manson when he needs to deal
with his problems. Young said he
thinks guys like intense music
where you can feel anger and
rage because it helps you vent.
He added that you can relate to
Trent Reznor"s music when you
are down and his music is so ex-

nee In Colorado In 1991.

treme that you feel better listening to it because you realize your
situation is not that bad.
Trent Reznor's lyrics certainly
do express the anger of a typical
Generation X male. In "Down in
it" off the disc "Pretty Hate
Machine" he sings, "I used to be
so big and strong/I used to know
my right from wrong/I used to

never be afraid/ I used to be
somebody."
Ryan Frisby, senior theatre
major, agreed that Trent's music
is very male central. He added he
likes to listen to industrial, heavy
grunge music, Henry Rollins,
and sometimes Ice Cube when he
See GUYS, page nine.

Beat poet returns with 'Skeletons'
Brandon Wray
The Back Pages
Allen Ginsberg saw the best
minds of his generation destroyed by madness, starving hysterical naked...
Ginsberg's started his classic
poem "Howl" that way in 19SS
and he has been an important
figure in American literature
since then. He has now returned
with the album "The Ballad of
the Skeletons".
Ginsberg, now 70, has been an
American icon since the 1950's
when he joined Jack Kerouac and
other Beat generation figures on
their legendary cross country
trips. When he wasn't on the
road, he wrote some of the most
influential poetry of the last SO
years.
The label Beat generation
came when one of them described their journeys as "going
until we're beat."
Ginsberg has made a career
out of being a cultural icon. He
has been a staple at political rallies and major social events since
the 50s. In the 60s he could be
seen as the middle-aged balding
hippie scenemaker at Berkeley

>

protests.
He has now returned with "The
Ballad of the Skeletons," an
eight-minute epic that rages
against the corporate-political
establishment. "Skeletons" is a
poem read by Ginsberg and set to
music performed by Paul
McCartney, Lenny Kaye, and
Philip Glass. "Skeletons" is a
very straightforward poem that
criticizes the racist, homophobic
and conservatives factions of society. Ginsberg's social commentary has been called "liberationminded" and emphasizes kindness and tolerance. He talks
about gridlock in Washington in
one line. "Said the Presidential
skeleton, I won't sign the bill/
Said the Speaker skeleton, yes
you will."
The conservative movement is
a target in "Said the Yahoo skeleton, stop dirty art/ Said the right
wing skeleton, forget about your
heart."
Ginsberg talks about the abortion controversey in "Said the
right to life skeleton, fetus has a
soul/ Said the pro-choice skeleton, shove it up your hole."
See GINSBERG, page nine.
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Movies relate to anxieties
J.P. Marshall
The Back Pages
'Terris Bueller's Day Off"•'Sportos, Motorheads, Geeks,
Sluts, Bloods, Wastoids, Dweebies, Dickheads, they all adore
him. They think he is a righteous
dude."
"Weird Science""How about a nice greasy pork
sandwich served in a dirty ashtray?"
"The Breakfast Club""You see us as you want to see
us, in the simplest of terms or the
most convenient definitions. But
what we found out is that each
one of us is a brain, an athlete,
and a basketcase, a princess and
a criminal."
"Sixteen Candles""Can I borrow your underwear?"
What is it about these four
movies that makes people keep
watching them over and over? Is
it their plots, their characters, or
maybe they are just really
funny? I think that it is a little of
the first two and a lot of the last.
Each one of these movies tries to
do the same thing for us though,
they take what we like or disliked
about high school and exploited
it. For some of us, maybe our
parents gave us a hard time or
maybe we were geeks and the
bullies pushed us around or
maybe it was all of these put
together. But no matter what, we
survived and now we use these

"It was a movie that had a kid representing
what I once was and the other kids in it were
my friends."
Sophomore Jason Seiler
about 'The Breakfast Club"
movies to help us remember
what it was like to be a teenager
and to be back in high school
again.
Personally, "The Breakfast
Club" is my favorite of these four
films. This movie picked an individual out of each of the major
cliques in high school and put
them in a room together forcing
them to interact with one another. Because this movie has a
brain, an athlete, a princess, a
bastketcase and a criminal, it is
able to appeal to all sorts of audiences. Anybody could watch this
film and relate to it. We were
these kids in high school. This is
what made this movie great.
Jason Seiler, a sophomore
business major, said he could identify with a character in the
movie.
"It was a movie that had a kid
representing what I once was and
the other kids in it were my
friends," Seiler said.
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off" is
one of those "what if" movies.
This movie reminds you of all the
times that you were sitting in

math class, bored to death, and
said to yourself, "What if I just
took the day off with my friends
and hit the town?"
Michael Murphy, a sophmore
business major said that if he
could have manipulated his parents and teachers like that, he
would have never of gone to
school.
Ferris Bueller shows us what
could happen if we all were a
little more courageous and were
willing to take that risk. Not to
mention that Matthew Broderick
does a great imitation of "Twist
and Shout" while standing on a
parade float in the middle of Chicago. The movie also gives good
tips on how to fake out your parents when you want to stay home
from school. Believe it or not, the
thing he says about the cold and
clammy hands actually worked.
"Weird Science" is a movie for
all of those guys out there that
have dreamed of finding the perfect woman. But in this movie,
instead of finding the perfect
woman, the two geeks create the
perfect woman. "Weird Science,"

like Ferris Bueler, is a "what if"
movie. How would you make
your woman? What would she
look like, how big would her
breasts be, would you make more
than one? Every guy I know
would give anything to be I this
situation.
TJ. Upshaw, a sophomore IPC
major, loves this movie.
"The two guys created a supernatural being that they controlled and she had to do anything they wanted," Upshaw said.
I am sorry to say that "Sixteen
Candles" was my least favorite
of the batch But this is not because it is a bad movie, but because I am not a female. This
movie appeals to all of those girls
out there that had a troubling
adolesence. Whether is was from
a geek lusting after you, you lusting after the hot studdly senior,
or whether it was the grandparents telling everyone that you
now have"boobies." This movie
deals with it all and make you
laugh in the process.
Kim Buehler, a sophomore
criminal justice major, said she
could Identify with the main
character in several ways.
"I had to face some of the very
same problems when I was growing up. I felt like I was watching
parts of my life as I watched the
movie," Bueler said.
Each one of these films accomplishes several things. They all
make us laugh and they all take
us back a few years.

GINSBERG
Continued from page wven.
Name a current social issue
and it likely appears in "Skeletons."
The whole poem is set to anthem-like music written Ginsberg,
McCartney, and Glass. It has a
contemporary rocK sound to it.
"Skeletons" is in the same vein as
the Beat poetry of the 50s which
was often set to jazz.
"Skeletons" follows in the tradition of "Howl," another long
poem and his most famous work
which detailed the exploits of the
Beat generation. Also on the
album is a version of "Amazing
Grace." Ginsberg took the music
of the American classic and
changed the lyrics to describe
the plight of the homeless.
"The Ballad of the Skeletons"
album is an excellent example of
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modern poetry. Fellow Beat William S. Burroughs recorded a similiar style spoken-word poetry
album "The Priest They Called
Him" with Kurt Cobain in 1993.
Now as 70-year-old man who
has done it all in life Ginsberg
has begun to slow down. He told
the New York Times that he has
moved into a new loft in New
York with an elevator so he
doesn't have to walk up stairs. He
also has a bad heart now and
diabetes. Because of his health
problems he said that he only
smokes dope once a week now.
Drugs had played an important
part in the literature of the Beats.
He is also retiring from teaching
at Brooklyn College.
"The Ballad of the Skeletons"
is available on Mouth Almight
and Mercury Records.
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The Bowl-N-Greenery
SEAFOOD SPLASH
Scallops • Clams • Shrimp • Alaskan lotlock. • 'Bakfdjish
& our special recipe Clam Chowder. Ulso includes complete
soup & salad bar, potato bar, and unlimited beverages.

*5.95
Mours: 11:30 - 1:30pm

Public ReUllaM

'Carol' captures
Christmas spirit
so engaging and seem so enScott Shrlner
thusiastically engrossed in the
the Back Pages
It's the end of the first week of story they are telling. Bryan
December, and we've seen a Richards, seen earlier this
lot more rain than snow. In the year in "American Buffalo,"
last few weeks, we've even as the third spirit, is especially
had a couple of days that energetic and it's too bad his
seemed like Spring. But de- interactions with Scrooge
spite this distinctly non- have his face obscured by a
Yuletide weather, as I walked towering, hooded costume,
out of "A Christmas Carol," I because the rest of the show,
was caught up in the holiday his facial expressions are a delight.
spirit.
As for Scrooge himself, BG
"A Christmas Carol" (being
performed on University resident Peter Mackey, who
Hall's Eva Marie Saint Stage played the magician Alcandre
through Sunday) offers the in "The Illusion" back in Oclargest conglomeration of tober, is terrific in the part,
actors and technical staffers appropriately gruff and unseen so far this season at BG reachable at first At the end
Theatre. The cast and crew of the show, though, he's got a
have been deep in the rehear- gleam in his eye, and it's imsal process since early in the possible not to smile as he
starts dancing around the
semester.
All the time and work put stage, wishing you a Merry
into the show have paid off. Christmas.
There are a lot of other
Directed by PhD. theatre student Nathalie Highland, the stand-out performances, inclassic Charles Dickens story cluding Matt Pierce's memorcomes to BG with a lot of skill able turn as the ghost of Jacob
Marley and young Scrooge.
and good cheer.
Since even more people Scott Smith has his tongue
know the story of "A Christ- firmly in his cheek as
mas Carol" than know the Scrooge's kind-hearted
"Macarena" (I hope!) I wont nephew Fred, Joe Hunsaker
bother with a plot summary. and Andrea Plassman are
But suffice it to say, this pro- splendid as Bob and Mrs.
duction boasts all the warmth Cratchlt, and there are several
actors
and fun that you'd expect, talented younger
while at the same time adding as the Cratchlt children.
an interesting twist on the traThe set design by Bradford
ditional layout of Scrooge's Clark is quite beautiful, espetale.
cially the backdrops used to
This particular version of represent the past, present
the show, adapted by Joanna and future sections of the
Maclay from the University of play. And the technical crew
Illinois, has the three ghosts should win some kind of award
(of Christmas past, present for a genuinely scary effect
and future) narrating the sto- created early in the show,
ry. There were a couple of where it appears as though
times when I felt that this as- Marley's ghost is being pulled
pect of the show detracted too down Into the underworld.
much attention away from Not to mention the snow fallScrooge and the rest of the ac- ing from the top of the stage at
tion. Ultimately, it works, the end.
What can I say? It's great
however, because the actors
who play the three spirits are fun, go see It.
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Camp Staff wanted for the 1997
camping season, Camp Courageous
and Camp Crooked Arrow are recruiting
program and specialty staff. Positions available
include: Day Camp Director, Head Counselors,
Sports and Archery Instructors, Arts and Crafts
Specialists, Environmental Education Specialists, Waterfront Director and Lifeguard/Swim Instructors. All positions start June 9th
and run through August 22nd,
1997. To apply, contact the
Camp office at (419)531-2612,
interviews can be scheduled over
Winter break.
I ,=,

The Bowl-N-Greenery
All-You-Can-Eat

Sunday Brunch
CarvWIuiijy Urtwl • fland CarvWTop tpuiul •'Dutktss TolalotJ •Makiid
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GIRLS
Continued from page feven.

The

Followers take
cue from Evita

tacks stereotypes about female
fragility: "I'm Just a girl living in
captivity/Your rule of thumb
makes me worry some." Women
today disbelieve many antiquated ideas about how women
should behave, and It's captured
Franclno Pamet
in this song: "Cause I'm just a
The Associated Press
girl, little ol'me/Don't let me out
of your sight/I'm just a girl, all
Don't cry for followers of fashpretty and petite/so don't let me ion even if their latest role model
have any rights/Oh...I've had it is a dead dictator's wife. They're
up to here!"
just taking their cue from "KMaybe our preference for this vita," the film starring Madonna
as Eva Peron, in which flirty "40s
kind of "chick" music Is our way
fashions rule.
of saying "We've had it up to
To merchants and designers,
here." It's great to see that wom- it's more than a film... it's a fashen are making names for them- ion moment. Just call it cinema
selves and providing strong, self- couture.
reliant role models. I think the
The movie doesn't hit the
superpopularity of these female screens until Christmas but
artists reflects the hunger in already Evita-wear carries the
young women for someone to re- mark of big business. Recent
late to and provides excellent en- covers of Vogue and Vanity Fair
tertainment for men and women. tout the tough-yet-sexy stance of
the late Mrs. Peron. Designers
"I'm sane but I'm overwhel- are rolling out spinoff styles at
med/ I'm lost but I'm hopeful major stores, most notably
baby."— Alanis
Bloomingdale's, which entices

with Evita boutiques from New
York to L.A.
Eva Peron, an illegitimate child
born into poverty, died in 1952 at
33. During her life, she mobilized
upwards by capitalizing on her
feminine charms, which did not
go unappreciated by a string of
suitors. When she married autocrat Juan Peron, she became one
of the most powerful women in
Argentina.
An erstwhile radio broadcaster
and actress, she was unapologetic in her extravagance. The first
lady of Argentina wowed crowds
by flaunting Dior suits with
nlpped-in waists, entrancemaking gowns, rows of ruffles,
and jewels that shouted glamour
with a capital "G."
On

one occasion

Evita ex-

See EVTTA, page ten.
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GUYS
needs to deal with his problems
or is feeling depressed.
"It focuses my anger and gives
the aggression a point of
release," Frisby said.
In addition to that Frisby said
he thinks there Is other music
that guys can get meaning out of.
"The Pet Shop Boys make some
music that deals with male anguish that is just phenomenal,"
Frisby said." They are one of the
best songwriters of this era"
Frisby also said guys can get a lot
out of many female musicians
also.
"Musicians like Tori Amos,
Sarah McClaughlin, and Indigo
Girls make music that any guy
who is In touch with his feelings
can identify with," Frisby said.
"They are the same type musician as Trent Reznor in that they
are are very lyric-oriented. Any
guy who listens to Trent can
probably get meaning out the Indigo Girls or Tori Amos regardless of the fact that they are female.
Frisby added Alanis Morissete

VIIJ AG E GREEK
APARxmEnrrs
O^tei a Study tBreal(f

Wayne Smith is an ex-Boston Red Sox
player and has won two national body
building contests. Wayne has been on A&E
Evening at the Improv, Comedy on the
Road and Caroline's Comedy Hour.
For more info call 2-7164.

"I used to be so big
and strong/I used to
know my right from
wrong/I used to
never be afraid."
from "Down in it"

is a "fake" female voice, and musicians like Tori Amos are 10
times better than her.
On the lighter side of things,
Frisby said that Jimmy Buffet's
music is good to listen to relax
"It takes all your negative
emotions and reverses them,"
Frisby said."Buffet writes from
a very male perspective too, he
talks about laziness and alcohol."
England's Pulp makes music that
is not as overtly angry as Nine
Inch Nails but Is certainly bitter,
male oriented, and somehow optimistic. Pulp's songwriter Jarvis
Cocker, who is England's version
of Kurt Cobaln or Vedder, writes
songs that express the intelligent
and sensitive side of the male

mindset. If there is such a side.
In "Something Changed" off
"Different Class" he sings about
those rare times when you meet
someone important. "I wrote this
song two hours before we met/I
didn't know your name or what
you looked like yet/ Oh, I could've stayed at home and gone to
bed/ You could've gone to see
your friend instead/Life could've been very different but then
something changed."
In "Pink Glove" on Pulp's "His
'n' Hers" album Cocker sings
about a typical guy concern of
"how can this girl that I like go
out with a stupid guy like that."
He sings "He's got your heart/
He's got control/ I know you're
never going to be with me ... I realize that you'll never leave him
but every now and then in the
evening you could get it right
first time." Ultimately guys
probably do have feelings and
emotions. As for the male Alanis
Morisette, Trent Reznor, Axl
Rose and others make strong
cases.

^3rDclsfiin^'p0n)pkins
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Comedian Wayne David Smith
will provide a stress-free night.
Friday, December 6th
7:00 P.M.
Falcon's Nest
**FREE**
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Continued from page leveri.

V I
TICKETS ON SALE
SATURDAY I 2/7
AT I Oam

9{pzu Leasing
furnished and Unfurnished
May and August 1997

JANUARY 22 - T.ZOpm

2 Blocks from Campus

SAVAGE HALL UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO
Gel tickets at Savage Hall, ""®"» ,and Seleclix.

4SO Lehman

354-9533

Charge at 419-474-1333 or 419-530-4231

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Dec. 9-12, 8 am-6 pm
Dec. 13, 8 am -5 pm
Dec. 14, 9 am - 5 pm
Dec. 16-19, 8 am -6 pm
Dec. 20, 8 am - 5 pm
Prizes awarded Daily!

UNIVERSITY UNION
Falcons Nest
Dec. 16-19, 9 am -4 pm
Dec. 20, 9 am - 3 pm
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News

Calling 311
for music fix
Darren Llderbach
TheBackPages

from 311.
I've never been very excited
about band videos. I saw a Nir311 (pronounced three-eleven, vana video a year or so ago, with
for those unfamiliar) of Omaha, a disgruntling version of "Smells
Neb., probably the only band Like Teen Spirit" that moved me
anyone can name from Omaha or to tears. So I was surprised with
anywhere else in Nebraska for 311's. As videos go, it features
that matter, have kept them- the members more than the muselves busy. In just a few short sic, showing footage of the band
years, they have released three playing only very few songs live,
albums, including "Music" (with such as "Do You Right" and
"Do You Right" and "Visit"), "Freak Out." There is, however,
"Grassroots" (with "8:16 a.m." a great amount of interview time
and other groove-laced tracks), with the band members (Nichoand their latest full-length effort, las Hexum, vocals and guitar,
the self-titled "311" (with tracks Chad Sexton, drums and percus"Down" and "All Mixed Up" of sion; Tim Mahoney, guitar;
MTV fame), have toured con- P-Nut, bass; SA Martinez, vocals
sistently, and have recently and scratches).
released an hour-long video and
The video is full of insights to
four-song cd package titled "En- the personalities of each member, from nice-guy Mahoney to
larged to Show Detail."
The CD stresses the versatility dirty (an overwhelming opinion)
of 311's talents. Sure, the first Martinez. In addition to intersong, 'Tribute," is rather similar views, a fair portion of the video
to the band's other songs. But has footage of a certain, urn,
"Let the Cards Fall" pays great drug. Piercings, dances, songs,
tribute to 311's musical abilities, rantings, ravings, rehearsals,
featuring a nearly two-minute in- bongs and much much more
strumental Intro. Imagine Duran await you in this tape, including
Duran and the Bee Gees on speed just what 311 sounds like live If
and you have the style of the you havent enjoyed that experithird song, "Gap." And "Fire- ence before.
Personally, the package is a
water," although not fantastic
(but still good), is experimental, bargain. If you're a 311 fan or
with Nick Hexum and SA Mar- just like their style, I guarantee
tinez's voices slowed to Barry you'll want it. And there's even a
White pitch. OK, that's really not surprise at the end of the video
possible for Martinez. All in all, (though not much of one ... it's
the four songs bring good tidings, just not listed on the packaging).
I hope, for what is yet to come Enjoy.

EVITA
Continued from page nine.

plained her predicament: "Tonight you see me in disguise, wearing these loathsome trappings I
have to put on because of my job.
Pay no attention. You know I

would rather be with you."
Still, why does a notorious politician, dead nearly a halfcentury, rate a post-mortem style
tribute?

Movie features MTV stars
Beavis and Butthead do America
The BG News

Beavis, a blond guy in a
Metallica t-shirt, and Butthead, a dark-haired guy in an
AC/DC t-shirt ~ two teenagers
obsessed with their as-yet unfulfilled desire to do America.
With "Beavis and Butt-head Do
America," the duo go where
the TV show has never gone
before ~ not only off the couch,
out of the living room, and
beyond the limits of thetwon of
Highland...but across America.
The duo's jouney cross country begins when their TV is stolen. Beavis and Butt-head look
everywhere for it, including a
seedy motel where they meet a
sleazy redneck named "Muddy" who says he'll pay them
$10,000 to fly to Las Vegas to
meet his ex-wife, "Dallas."

With a slight misunderstanding
of the word "do," the guys find
themselves leavin' on a jet
plane.
In Vegas, things don't go exactly as planned, and they begin a cross-country trek with
the thug, the ex-wife, two ATF
Agents and a bunch of senior
citizen tourists.
Paramount Picture presents,
in association with Geffen Pictures, an MTV Production of a
Mike Judge Film, "Beavis and
Butt-head," created by Mike
Judge. Directed by Mike Judge
and written by Judge and Joe
Stillman, the film is produced
by Abby Terkuhle. David Gale
and Van Toffler are executive
producers.
It wouldn't be Beavis and
Butt-head without music, and
among the musicians contribu-

ting their talents to the soundtrack are The Red Hot Chili
Peppers, White Zombie, Ozzy
Osbourne, LL Cool J, No Doubt,
Rancid, Southern Culture On
the Skids, AC/DC, Engelbert
Humperdinck and Isaac
Hayes, who has helped rearrange the "Beavis and Butthead" theme song with the original "Shaft" band. Audiences may also recognize manv
of the guest voices on-hand for
the film.
"Beavis and Butt-head" debuted on MTV on March 8,
1993. A natural outgrowth of
"MTV's Liquid Television," not
only has the show helped rewrite the book an animation,
but the characters have become cultural icons, elevating
stupidity to an artform.
In fact, the heavy-metal

morons are international
superstars and the show is
broadcast into 71 territories
through MTV affiliates in
Europe, Japan, Asia and Latin
America, as well as via independent broadcasters in
Europe, South America, New
Zealand and Australia.
The inspiration for Beavis
and Butt-head came as Judge,
who holds a degree in Physics,
was trying to make that all-toocommon shift from the world
of math to comedy. "I was
playing around with animation
to try to break into comedy,"
recalls Judge. "I was trying to
draw a guy I went to high
school with and one of the attempts ended up being Butthead. Then I drew Beavis and
it evolved into a two-minute
animated filam."

Crooner Chris Isaak keeps going and going
Darren Llderbach
The Back Pages
"If you drive down the California coast and just keep goin' and
goin', you'll find yourself in a
place called Baja - more cactus
than people, more time than worries and surrounded by the ocean
and the sea. It's a great place to
slow down and play your guitar
and the perfect setting for romance." Such reads the back of
the new Chris Isaak CD, "Baja

Sessions," and after listening to
it, I think I have a better feel for
the fabled place.

album, much to be expected from
the veteran musician.

Yes, Chris Isaak, pretty boy
crooner, is back. With bandmates
Kenney Dale Johnson (Drums,
Vocals), Rowland Salley (Bass,
Vocals), and Hershel Yatovitz
(Head Guitar), Chris Isaak has
released an album wholly unlike
"Forever Blue," the ultimate
break-up album of the 90s. But
"Baja Sessions" is one great

In this, Chris Isaak exhibits his
fantastic writing abilities with
moving lyrics and sounds. And,
as he is known for, shows his
listeners just what crooning is as
he hits notes I couldn't hit with
even the worst of groin injuries
and notes as deep as the hole in
Kurt Cobain's head.
And the songs? How are they,
you ask. They are varied in in-

tent, singularly incredible in musical quality. The album starts
with "Pretty Girls Don't Cry,' a
song of infatuation and selfdeprecation. "I know you don't
love me but/I'm watching you,"
some of the words go.

"Wrong to Love You," "Return to
Me," and, arguably the best song
on the album, "Sweet Leilani."

There's even a cover of Roy
Orbison's hit, "Only the Lonely"
(sans backup singers and orchestral strings, dum dum dum duSome songs are depressing, mmy dooah).
much like those on "Forever
Blue," such as "Waiting for My
All in all, the album's just fanLucky Day" and "I Wonder." And tastic. There is truly something
some are romantic love songs for everyone on this album.
like "Back On Your Side," Check it out.

Cinemark Theatres

$2.00 Fare
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
T
$1.00 Fare
r
For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adulf"
Transit I.D. Card Required
• Available at Grant's Administrator's Office,
354-6203
T
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access &
Group Seating
T

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
BG Taxi information is available in large print and
audio tape format upon request.
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Jingle All The Way (PG)
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Daylight (PG-13)
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10 DAYS UNTIL EXAMS!
Ir

RESISTANCE IS FUTILE

STAR TREK

RSI CONTACT

PATRICK STEWART
JONATHAN FRAKES

A

EiE

Fri 7:00 9:3012 Mid
Sat 2:00 4:30 7:00 9-.3012 Mid
Sun. 2:00 4:307:00 930

